Dash cam wiring kit

Follow these instructions for installing a dashcam in your vehicle, by tapping in to your
vehicle's power supply. This is known as hard-wiring, but it's not hard to do! Working with your
vehicle's power system can be dangerous to both you and your vehicle if you do not know what
you are doing! If you have any doubts, please consult a professional. This vehicle in example is
a Honda CRV. This installation write-up is intended only to be a guide since vehicle designs and
fuse box locations can vary significantly. The dashcam used in this how-to guide is the
ever-popular G1W-C, but the instructions are applicable to just about any USB-powered
dashcam available today. To view the installation process for a BlackVue dashcam please see
our BlackVue and Power Magic Pro installation instead of this guide. On to the installation!
Click on any image below to view a larger version. Sitting in your driver's seat in your vehicle,
you want to try different positions for your dashcam. It's a good idea to place the dashcam
within arms reach of your seat, but definitely do not mount the dashcam in a location that
obstructs your view of the road ahead. In this example, the customer has chosen to place their
dashcam immediately under the rear view mirror. Since we are running a power cable from the
dashcam to the fuse box, we need to know where the fuse box is. Most vehicles have a fuse box
underneath the dashboard on the driver's or passenger's side. In this case, the fusebox is easily
accessible below the steering column behind a removable panel. Consult your owners manual
for the location of the fuse box in your vehicle. Starting at the dashcam, lay out the power cable
roughly where it will run once hidden behind the vehicle's interior panels. This gives you an
idea of where to route the cable and how much slack to leave on the way down to the fuse box.
In most cases, simply tugging on the rubber trim along the A-pillar reveals a gap in which the
power cable may be run from the headliner down to the fuse box. In rare cases, it may be
necessary to remove the A-pillar cover which will allow complete access to this area of the
vehicle for the routing of the power cable. Many A-pillar covers can simply be popped off;
consult your vehicle's technical manual or consult a professional if you are not sure how to
remove interior panels. For illustrative purposes, we have removed the A-pillar cover during this
installation. Again, in most cases, the A-pillar does not need to be removed. Route the power
cable around the side and behind the rest of the interior panels down towards the fuse box. In
general, vehicle fuses may have power at all times always hot , or only when the vehicle is
running hot in start. In order to have the dashcam come on automatically when the vehicle is
running, and turn off automatically when the driver turns off the vehicle, we will connect our
add-a-circuit kit to a "hot in start" fuse. In order to identify which fuses are hot in start, we use a
simple circuit tester that illuminates when power is present. You must use the circuit tester to
ensure there is no power at the fuse when the ignition key is off, and power is present only
when the ignition key is turned to the run position. Make sure the key has been removed from
the ignition. Using a fuse puller or a pair of pliers, gently remove the fuse you identified in step
4. Install the fuse you just removed into the installation kit add-a-fuse circuit. The second image
is with your car's original fuse installed into the add-a-circuit. Plug the add-a-circuit in to the
empty spot where your "hot in start" fuse was originally. The other end of the installation wiring
kit must be grounded to your vehicle. Most cars have at least one obvious ground point near the
fuse box, as shown in the image below. The lower kick panel has been removed to access this
ground point. Remove the bolt and add the ground lug from installation kit not shown. Use a zip
tie to bundle the excess power wire together. Then, safely secure the wiring to a solid mounting
point underneath the dashboard or behind the kick panel using more zip ties. Insert your key in
the ignition and turn it to the run position. If everything was installed correctly, you should see
your dashcam turn on and begin recording! At this point you may go ahead and reinstall all
interior panels that were removed to facilitate running the power cable. Easy, right? Drive safe!
To request additional information, please don't hesitate to contact us. We give our best effort to
respond to all inquiries within 1 business day. Users must be aware that updates and
amendments will be made from time to time to these installation instructions. It is the user's
responsibility to determine whether there have been any such updates or amendments. Step 1 Decide on your dashcam's positioning Sitting in your driver's seat in your vehicle, you want to
try different positions for your dashcam. Step 2 - Locate your vehicle's fusebox Since we are
running a power cable from the dashcam to the fuse box, we need to know where the fuse box
is. Step 3 - Begin routing the power cable Starting at the dashcam, lay out the power cable
roughly where it will run once hidden behind the vehicle's interior panels. We begin by tucking
the power cable into the headliner. Tuck the power cable alongside the existing wires in the
A-pillar. Step 4 - Locate a fuse that is "hot in start" In general, vehicle fuses may have power at
all times always hot , or only when the vehicle is running hot in start. Step 5 - Install the
installation kit add-a-circuit power cable Make sure the key has been removed from the ignition.
Step 5 - Locate a ground point The other end of the installation wiring kit must be grounded to
your vehicle. Step 6 - Button up your install Use a zip tie to bundle the excess power wire

together. Step 7 - Test your installation Insert your key in the ignition and turn it to the run
position. In addition to providing a constant supply of power, hardwire kits help protect your
vehicle from potential battery drain. Hardwiring your dash cam is a necessary step to take for
users who want to use the Parking Mode feature found on their dash cams. Using a hardwire kit
allows for safe operation of your dash cam and ensures your dash cam is running properly.
This guide will take you through each step to ensure your hardwire kit is properly installed. The
installation process should take anywhere from minutes and will require several tools to ensure
a safe installation. Understanding the role and how the fuse box works will be crucial to the
installation process. Hardwiring your dash cam is a advanced installation method that requires
technical know-how. We highly recommend reading through this guide in its entirety before
begininng. Install at your own discretion. Consult your car technician if you continue to have
issues. Please follow each step accordingly to ensure a safe installation. Charger Plus Hardwire
Kit. Add-a-Fuse Kit. Without a fuse box to protect the electrical components of your vehicle, an
overload can cause overheating, damage and possible fire to your vehicle. We will be
connecting our hardwire kit to the fuse box so that we can supply power to our dash cam. The
location of the fuse box will vary depending on the make, model, or year of your vehicle. Use a
fuse box diagram to locate the fuse box for your car. If you do not have a fuse box diagram,
refer to your user manual or contact your manufacturer for more information. A quick search
online can quickly yield results as well. If your vehicle has multiple fuse boxes, choose one that
is easily accessible and closest to your dash cam. Without a battery, your car would not be able
to start. Before you proceed with the installation, make sure your battery is in good health. The
location of your car battery will differ from car to car. Refer to your user manual for the exact
location of your battery. If the user manual does not provide this information, simply contact the
original car manufacturer or search for answers online. A healthy car battery will not only
ensure that your vehicle is running properly, but will also ensure that your hardwire kit and
dash cam will perform as intended. If your car battery is in poor health, we recommend
replacing your battery. In some cases, you may have to remove a car battery cover to see the
negative and positive terminals. Plug your black and red lead into your multimeter and set it to
20 DCV. Make note of the reading. A healthy battery should read If your battery reads below The
purpose of a ground wire is to provide a path back to the source of the electrical current in the
event of a fault. Grounding your wire is crucial to the safety of yourself and your vehicle in the
event of a short circuit. If improperly installed, your hardwire may not work. However, vehicles
today are built with a combination of metals, spot welds, glued together uni-body panels and
isolated chassis components. Therefore, we cannot assume that a good ground will
automatically be on the chassis. TIP: In most vehicles, you should be able to locate an obvious
ground near the fuse box. The continuity and resistance test are 2 different testing methods for
a ground point. The continuity test measures flow between two points. If the multimeter detects
low resistance, the two points are connected electrically and a tone will emit to identify a
complete path. Resistance test measures the amount of resistance between two points. The
lower the resistance, the better ground it is. Plug your black and red lead into your multimeter
and set it to Continuity Test or ohms. If it does not beep, look for another ground point to test.
Plug your black and red lead into your multimeter and set it to Resistance Mode or Diode Check.
A good ground should read less than 0. Constant and Switched fuses are 2 types of electrical
circuits you will find in your fuse box. In this step, we will need to determine x1 constant and x1
switched fuse to use. For example, the interior light of your vehicle might use a constant fuse
because it maintains power even if your vehicle is turned off. Using your fuse box diagram
choose a constant fuse to test. Place the black lead on your ground point. Test the fuse by
placing the red lead on each end of the fuse. If your multimeter reads 12V , it is a constant fuse.
If not, pick another fuse to test. Switched fuses are the opposite and only receive power when
your car is turned on. An example of this is the AC. In order for the AC to work, the ignition
must be turned on. NOTE: Some vehicles maintain power a few minutes after being turned off.
Make sure your vehicle is completely turned off. You may need to let your vehicle sit for a
couple of minutes to fully shutdown. Using your fuse box diagram choose a swtiched fuse to
test. The terms "line" and "load" are shorthand words that refer to the wires that deliver power
from the source to a device line , vs. By determining both line and load side, your hardwire kit
and dash cam will be properly protected in the event of a overcurrent. The multimeter will tell us
which side of the fuse is line and which side is load. Choose one of your fuses to test either
constant or switched. Remove your fuse and insert a add-a-fuse into the empty slot. With the
black lead touching your ground point, test for line side by placing the red lead on the bottom
left slot of your add-a-fuse. It should read 12V. Test for load side by placing the red lead on the
bottom right slot of your add-a-fuse. It should read 0V. If the above is true, your add-a-fuse is
placed in the correct position. Leave the add-a-fuse inserted if in the correct orientation. If not,

remove the add-a-fuse and insert in the opposite direction. Once inserted, repeat steps to test.
NOTE : Remember to do this for both your constant and switched fuse. In this case, a dash cam.
Remove either one of the add-a-fuse from Step 5 while remembering the correct orientation of
the placement. Insert the new fuse for your dash cam at the top of the add-a-fuse. Re-insert the
add-a-fuse back in the correct orientation. NOTE: The new fuse must be a lower amp than the
original fuse. For instance, if the fuse you removed from your car is 10A, insert a fuse lower
than 10A at the top of your add-a-fuse. Use a crimp tool to attach. Unscrew the ground screw so
that you are able to wrap the GND Black wire around. Continue to wrap the GND wire around the
ground screw until firmly secure. Tighten the Ground screw so that the GND wire is securely
fastened. Insert both of your add-a-fuses back into its correct slot while making sure it is in the
correct orientation as determine in Step 5. Once everything is connected, turn ON your vehicle.
If the RED light is on, turn off your vehicle. Make sure your vehicle is completely turned off and
then turn your vehicle back on. You may need to wait a couple of minutes for your vehicle to
completely turn off before turning on again. Configure the voltage setting and timer setting
based on the information printed on the hardwire kit. Switches correspond to the direction of
the arrow is pointing in. For example, if the arrow is pointing up, flip the switch up. If the arrow
is pointing down, flip the switch down. Configure as needed. NOTE : Base the voltage setting on
the health of your battery. If you set the voltage setting above Should you require additional
information or if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. A member of our
team will respond to you within 24 hours. Or comment below and let us know if you found this
article helpful. Getting Started This guide will take you through each step to ensure your
hardwire kit is properly installed. View fullsize. How to Locate Your Fuse Box The location of the
fuse box will vary depending on the make, model, or year of your vehicle. What is a Car Battery?
Step 2: Test Your Car Battery A healthy car battery will not only ensure that your vehicle is
running properly, but will also ensure that your hardwire kit and dash cam will perform as
intended. Testing Your Car Battery Instructions. Locating a Ground Point. Continuity Test. Step
4: Constant And Switched Fuse. What is a Constant Fuse? What is a Switched Fuse? How to
Test for a Switched Fuse Make sure your vehicle is completely turned off. Step 5: Line And Load
Side. Instructions for Determining Line and Load Side. Repeat the above steps for the other
fuse. Repeat the steps for the other add-a-fuse. Setting Up the Hardwire Kit. Configuring the
Charger Plus Hardwire Kit Configure the voltage setting and timer setting based on the
information printed on the hardwire kit. Questions or Comments? What is a Dash Cam? Dash
Cam Installation Guide. Are Dash Cams Legal to Use? Fuse Box and Automotive Fuse Types.
View My Garage. If you have a car but don't have a dash-cam yet - I strenuously recommend you
get one. I have dash-cam installed in both my cars. The benefits that the PRO version has are
not much of use in our conditions and not worth the premium price. The 12V socket remains
occupied always taking away the possibility of anything else being used. What is hard-wiring a
Dash-cam? Hard-wiring is connecting your dash-cam's wiring in a concealed clean fashion to
the cabin's fuse box with the appropriate fuse. Almost all dash-cams work with USB spec
power. The car's standard power supply circuit everywhere is 12V DC. So you can't simply hook
up the dash-cam's power into a 12V fuse-tap. This is basically the circuit that is inside that 12V
to USB dongle that comes with the camera. Hard-wiring without a hard-wiring kit! In summary we'll make our own hard-wiring kit by sourcing the key component of a hard-wiring kit, at a
fraction of the price! Generally the approach taken is to simply procure the readily available
"hard-wiring kit". Not much for most car owners. All we want to achieve is to get a 5V DC supply
from a 12V fuse in the car. So we simply need to find a step down converter. Here's the key item
in our project. Best part is - the output is via a pre-soldered USB socket! Link : Amazon. Here is
a picture for size reference with a Jiofi hotspot. I'll be doing this implementation in both the
cars. Hence the pictures will be from this car. Only the fuse to tap into will change. Let's start
with the project now in steps. This will ensure the circuit does not touch any other parts. Mount
your dashcam at a position on the windshield with minimum obstruction to view of the road.
Completely invisible from driver's view. Tuck the USB cable into the roof liner simply with
fingers. Its easy. Run it towards the RHS A pillar assuming your cabin fuse box is on this side.
Gently remove the plastic trim on the A pillar. Its a press fit in most cars. In some cars - you may
have to first remove the rubber beading of the door edge. Generally there will be some existing
harness wire. The USB connector will eventually fall down onto the floor in the driver foot-well.
After install is complete, secure the excess USB wire from the camera in a compact form
somewhere. I simply zip tagged it safely within the A pillar itself using existing harness
mounting points as supports. Find the ACC Accessory fuse in your cabin fuse-box. You can
find it in the car owners' manual. Don't want it to drain car battery in a 24x7 mode. That will
work. Rest of the process is same. Install your fuse tap here. Once everything is found to be
working - tidy up all the wiring. Reinstall all the body panels removed back into place carefully.

This is how it looked after finishing the project. And this is how it looked before as well. That's
what needs to happen. Last edited by Reinhard : 8th September at Thread moved out from the
Assembly Line. Thanks for sharing! In the best case, nothing happens, worst case, it blows a
fuse, catastrophic failures aside. It's highly probable that in extremes of temperature, and
potential surges in the automotive power bus, your DCDC fails, applying full You are probably
better off, with a good quality charger plugged to the outlet. That has a proper automotive grade
regulator inside which is designed for automotive power busses. Once again, great DIY but I
have seen far too many apparently "inexplicable" failures in my professional capacity, and I felt
it would be prudent to caution you. That's a pretty neat DIY. Another one is used for charging
the phone as well as other sundry works. This gadget is a good find, especially because it has
USB port installed. In case this fails, one can easily revert to using a USB charger port. But that
plastic wrapping may cause it to overheat and fail. Last edited by BoneCollector : 8th
September at Originally Posted by BoneCollector. Reason: Punctuation. Originally Posted by
city Another way to negate this would be to simply extend the 12V charger socket and join a
new 12V socket in parallel. The USB charger comes in the box of the 70mai and a new socket
costs bucks. Did it this way in my Honda City. Originally Posted by Reinhard. Also - in cars like
my Alto K10 - the 12V socket is at a stupid location - just under the hand-brake! Following your
same basic idea and without the buck converter, one should be able to create a cigarette lighter
port for the rear seat occupants or boot. For cars that are old or the ones that don't come out of
the factory without such an option, this is an fairly DIY or easy ask from a neighborhood garage.
Also, for folks who might not like to tinker with DC DC modules or wiring, there are readily
available plug n play modules available on Amazon. Excellent DIY Reinhard! Just the piece of
information I needed. Had been thinking of buying a dashcam for the Vento since it's the
Highway Express and wanted a clean setup without any dangling wire. Also, please clarify this if
I'm wrong but you tied the excess wires in the A-Pillar with zip-ties right? How safe is this
solution? Will there be any electrical issues? Excellent DIY! I hate dangling cables and
hardwiring is the best way to get rid of it! And to that point, I've hardwired all the accessories in
my car. However, instead of using the DC converter, I added additional 12V cigarette lighter
ports behind the dash. Two of these are direct to battery with their own switch, while 2 are
controlled via a relay triggered by the ACC port so that they only come on when the vehicle is
on. One Independent fuse for each. I then added high quality USB chargers to these. My
preferred USB charger is built by energizer and provides 2x2. Have had these for many years
and they perform great. Tons of fakes in the market - something to keep in mind. One of the
chargers is is QC enabled for phones and tablets and one that is 1A for my GPS unit and
Dashcam since they don't need the additional power. The cables are all hidden and exit just
near where the device is. Helps my OCD a lot! Here, you can see how the main charger cable for
my phone exits right at the holder: And it wont dangle or get in your way while driving: And this
is what the cable for the dashcam looks like: I also have additional ports at the back so that
passengers can plug in their phones during long trips without having to fiddle with the one in
the front. I even have the below port inside my glove compartment so that my HDD can be easily
connected to my HU without any dangling cables. Also helps the passengers connect and play
their music via the 3. I simply do not trust unbranded power supply units that are not
specifically designed for automotive use. Just paranoid. This is what it looks like in the car. The
closed port to the left is the AUX inputs. Best part is, all of this looks so OEM! Have had this
setup in the current car for 3 years now with zero issues. Last edited by Tassem : 9th
September at Originally Posted by Tassem. Two of these are direct to battery with their own
switch, while 2 are controlled via a relay triggered by the ACC port so that they only come on
when necessary. For a total of 4 extra 12V outlets. Independent fuse for each. Such brilliant
ideas really make car-makers look rather silly for not giving basic conveniences like these from
factory. Proudly powered by E2E Networks. User Name. Remember Me? New Topics. Mark
Forums Read. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. DIY: Hard-wire your Dash Cam without expensive
hard-wire kit If you have a car but don't have a dash-cam yet - I strenuously recommend you get
one. Conclusions Now we have a nearly invisible dash-cam installed, no unpleasant open wires
in the cabin AND a vacant 12V socket in the front cabin for any use any time. Could a readily
available hard-wiring kit have worked? Certainly yes. But what's the fun in it! If you are
interested in DIYs, every small extra step during installation adds to the fun quotient. Happy to
help should anyone need any tips while implementing it. Good luck. The following 4 BHPians
Thank city for this useful post:. The following 2 BHPians Thank srini for this useful post:. The
following BHPian Thanks city for this useful post:. The following BHPian Thanks asbshyam for
this useful post:. Artyom , asbshyam , Falcon91 , Reinhard , yogiii. Re: DIY: Hard-wire your Dash
Cam without expensive hard-wire kit Quote: Originally Posted by Tassem Two of these are
direct to battery with their own switch, while 2 are controlled via a relay triggered by the ACC

port so that they only come on when necessary. Re: DIY: Hard-wire your Dash Cam without
expensive hard-wire kit Quote: Originally Posted by Reinhard Such brilliant ideas really make
car-makers look rather silly for not giving basic conveniences like these from factory. The
Dashcam Store's prices won't be beat! If you find a price from a reputable dealer that's lower
than The Dashcam Store's, let us know and we'll match it. Get the best price AND the best
service possible. Read more. The built-in voltage meter in the main unit will be activated to
monitor the battery level. It will automatically shut off the device if the voltage dips below the
configurable voltage cut-off level. Around-the-clock Surveillance for Your Car The Thinkware
Hardwiring cable enables the Intelligent Parking Surveillance feature, which captures all events
surrounding your vehicle while it is parked. Available in all Thinkware dashcams, hit-and-run
and vandalism attempts will be captured which can be used for insurance purposes. Advanced
Monitoring The hardwiring installation allows the dash cam to automatically switch to parking
mode when the ignition is off. Operating at low power consumption levels, the dash cam
constantly monitors for motion and impact events. With your Thinkware dash cam hardwired, it
can stay recording for much longer durations up to 48 hours , and can be set to shut down
automatically if the dash cam detects low voltage from the vehicle battery to prevent drainage.
How To Hardwire a Thinkware Dashcam. The U has a sleek and durable outer casing and The Q
Pro is the upgraded, next-generation version of the best-selling F Pro. Available with an optional
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ear-facing camera, the Q Pro offers a robust, top quality dashcam setup Including a Full HD p
rear-facing camera, the Q Pro offers a robust, top quality dual dash cam setup for If you are
looking for the best of the best parking mode dash cams, look no further than the F Pro. It is the
latest and greatest from Thinkware and builds on the F platform. Available with The Thinkware
FA is the all-around reliable and economical dash cam you've been waiting for. Designed with
utmost discretion in mind The Thinkware F70 is small in size, but big on protection! Proud
successor to the reliable Thinkware F50 dash cam, the new F70 builds on top of a winning
recipe to offer you the same discreet and This cable connects to your vehicle's 12V power outlet
to deliver constant power to your dash cam while driving Price Match Guarantee! Current
Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Add to Compare. Videos Hide Videos
Show Videos. Add to Cart. Customers Also Viewed Sale! Choose Options.

